Youth Nonfiction Titles
A booktalk presented by Sandy Wallick
@ Gere Branch Library on Feb. 12, 2018

Young Reader Editions of Adult Titles:

**The Red Bandanna**
by Tom Rinaldi (j Bio Crowther) ISBN: 9780425287620

**Strong Inside: The True Story of How Perry Wallace Broke College Basketball’s Color Line**
by Andrew Maraniss (j Bio Wallace) ISBN: 9780399548345

**Unbroken: An Olympian’s Journey from Airman to Castaway to Captive**
by Laura Hillenbrand (j Bio Zamperini) ISBN: 9780375990625

Youth & Young Adult Titles:

**Bomb: The Race to Build and Steal the World’s Most Dangerous Weapon**
by Steve Sheinkin (j623.451 She) ISBN: 9781596434875

**The Dropping of the Atomic Bombs**

**Fun Facts & Silly Stories 6**
by Ripley’s Believe it or Not! Kids (jPB (Non-Fiction) Ripley) ISBN: 9781609911836

**Poison: Deadly Deeds, Perilous Professions, and Murderous Medicines**
by Sarah Albee (j615.9 Alb) ISBN: 9781101932230

**Voyager’s Greatest Hits: The Epic Trek to Interstellar Space**
by Alexandra Siy (j523.4 Siy) ISBN: 9781580897280

**The Whydah: A Pirate Ship Feared, Wrecked & Found**
by Martin W. Sandler (j910.45 San) ISBN: 9780763680336

**World War I Causes**
by Nathan Sacks (j940.4 Sac) (series: Essential Library of World War I) ISBN: 9781624039287